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Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Substance Abuse Public Report WRAY 30.2 07/02/16 2:30pm 28:29:00 28:29:00
 PR022516RAYC     

Host Tabatha Brown interviews Linda Walley, Executive director of Hope Station of Wilson, NC.  Hope Station’s goal is to end people’s 
hopelessness and homelessness.  They offer 3 programs – a shelter for men, a food pantry and financial assistance for people who are in a crisis 
situation.  Hope Station was started in 1987 by the Wilson County Ministerial Association.  There was a women’s shelter in the county, but no 
place for men.  They wanted to have one place that could meet the needs of men instead of different churches sometimes offering the same things, 
or people having to go from church to church.  In 2009 they needed a larger place.  In the new building they have 20 beds, a well stocked food 
pantry and a social worker that can help the men.  At one point Wilson was one of the poorest Counties in North Carolina.  Industry have started 
coming but there is still high unemployment.  Donations of food and money keep it running.  They are trying to educate the community at the food 
pantry to help them choose healthy food.  They always need volunteers to help in the pantry.  Also volunteers can cook the men’s evening meal.  
They can mentor the men for interviews and jobs.  Volunteers can apply at the office. 

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Drugs
Public Report 
PR030416RAYA WRAY 30.1 07/09/16 2:30PM 28:29:00 28:29:00

         

On this Public Report, host Shannon Battle talks with Chief Thomas Bayshore, Chief of Police of the Nashville Police Department about the 
growing problem of heroin use in eastern North Carolina and helping users get off.  Opiates affect large and small towns alike and touch many 
different people.  Overdose is a big problem.  Heroin is cheaper than cocaine or prescription drugs.  People get a prescription and get addicted, 
then cant get refills so the turn to heroin instead.  Side effects of heroin use are hepatitis C and HIV from needle use, weight loss, tremors, and 
drowsiness.  It is not easy to detect when a police officer pulls a vehicle over.   The community and law enforcement have to be concerned.  Users 
can hold down a job so the turn to crime to support their habit.  They steal and pawn items to get money.  In Massachusetts a program called 
project Lazarus was started to get all first responders to have antidotes for opiate overdose with them.  Nashville is the first town in NC to try this 
program.  Also the Hope Initiative is a plan to help users turn themselves in at the police station without being arrested in order to get help getting 
off opiates.  The need volunteers to help and anyone can volunteer as long as they have empathy for the people with the problem.  Call the 
Nashville Police Department for more information.



 Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Youth Public Report WRAY 30.1 07/16/2016 2:30pm 28.29 28:29
 PR071416RAYB        

Sherman Blandon hosts with Tracy Burnette and Pastor Magdaline Smith of Christian Life Fellowship talk about the “Cookout with a Cause” to be 
help on July 23rd.  This cookout will help fund the church building fund and also a Back to School program for students.  Pastor Smith’s husband, 
Pastor Leonard Smith, has passed away recently.  He was always giving back to the community and he encouraged Tracy to start a program for 
bikers, to help pay for injuries, for the families of fallen riders, for funeral and hospital expenses and to share the gospel.  Pastor Leonard enjoyed 
helping people.  His church works with kids encouraging them to make good grades and to make good decisions.  Mrs. Smith is keeping his 
legacy alive and carrying on his vision.  This event will have good food and fellowship to share Pastor Smith’s memory.

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Education Public Report WRAY 30.1 07/23/2016  2:30pm 28:30 28:30
 PR041015RAY        

Today’s Public Report is about Boating Safety with host Eric Brown and U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary members Perry Taylor and Glenn Frye.  The 
goal of the Coast Guard Auxiliary is to educate boaters with safety classes.  There are state and federal regulations for not only power boats but 
also for canoes, kayaks and paddle boats.  There must be one like jacket for each person on the boat.  It must be rated for the person’s weight.  It 
has to be Coast Guard approved and the label with show that.  Children under 13 must wear the life jacket at all times.  They encourage you to 
take a boat safety class before you buy a boat.  There is a lot of responsibility with owing a boat.  In North Carolina, after 1/1/88, a boating safety 
class is required and a certificate must be kept on you when you are operating a boat.  The Coast Guard will do a free vessel safety exam on your 
boat at your convenience and at your location.  They provide a sticker that shows you boat has passed the inspection.  Their primary mission is to 
promote recreational boating safety.



Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Youth, Housing, Morals Public Report WRAY 30.1 7/30/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR071416RAYA        

Host Sherman Blandon interview Lt. Jake Law of the Salvation Army of Wilson.  The Salvation Army in Wilson has three areas: a Family Store, a 
Boys and Girls Club and Social Services.  They provide help during hard times.  The Family Store takes unused items and gives them new life.  
Revenue goes into the local community.  They have the best record of all the non-profits.  83 cents of each dollar goes back into the community.  
They fix up and clean up items to resell.  Also for clothes and shoes that are not in condition to be sold, they are bales up and shipped to other 
countries that can use them.  Red kettle dollars say in Wilson.  They need volunteer bell ringers, volunteers for the thrift store and people to work 
with the kids in the Boys and Girls Club.  The vision of the Salvation Army in Wilson is to be sure people know the saving grace of Jesus Christ 
and to meet the needs and point people to Jesus.  They want people to get the gospel and have their physical needs met.  

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Homelessness Public Report WRAY 30.1 8/06/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR071416RAYC        

Neill Conner of the Wilson Soup Kitchen was interviewed by Sherman Blandon.  In 1983 the pastor of St. Timothy’s Episcopal Church saw a 
need for a soup kitchen.  Several churches got together and formed a community soup kitchen.  Teams from each church would provide a noonday 
meal.  They started out serving 12 people and now they serve about 124 per day.  They have moved into a new building which allows them to seat 
122 people at a time.  The can use a few more volunteers and the only requirement is that you be at least 16 years old.  They estimate that 20,000 
people will be served this year.  They are touching and changing the live of people who depend on this service.  This is the only soup kitchen in 
North Carolina that is ALL volunteer.  There is NO paid staff.  Call Mr. Conner to volunteer for this great ministry at 252-292-8019.

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration



Substance Abuse Public Report WRAY 30.1 8/13/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR071416RAYD        

Host Sherman Blandon interviews Erin Day with the Wilson County Substance Abuse Coalition.  Heroin and prescription drug use are big 
problems.  A single bad choice can start a person towards being an addict.  It usually takes professional help to get off of them.  Addicts are getting 
older and kids say that it’s harder to get drugs because of initiatives that have been put in place.  People abuse drugs in order to cope.  Drug abuse 
is a disease.  Addicts receive treatment and go into recovery.  They might relapse and have to go through treat again before they are able to get 
better.  The Recovery Coalition helps people re-enter the community.  They teach them to open a bank account, create a resume and find a job.  
Prevention begins at the kitchen table.  Time spent with the family makes a world of difference.  Parents should know who their kids friends are.  
Kids should understand the rules and policies.  The community can get involved with one of the twenty coalitions in North Carolina by going to 
www.wcsac.org.

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Children, Seniors, Disabled Public Report WRAY 30.1 8/20/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR080416RAY        

Tabitha Brown interviews Judi Thurston of The United Way of Wilson.  The United Way raises money and awareness to help world wide 
organizations.  It Wilson branch began in 1959 and covers all of Wilson County.  The money collected in Wilson County stays in Wilson County.  
People can designate the group that they want their money to go to.  The fund Meals on Wheels and the Red Cross in Wilson County and for the 
children they help with The Boys & Girls Club, The Spot and St. Johns.  Each organization has different strengths.  Youth of Wilson mentors at-
risk youth.  Diversified Opportunities and The Ark help people with disabilities by teaching them skills so they can earn their own money.  People 
can go on tours of the different organizations and find out what interests them the most.  Volunteers are always needed.  There are only 3 paid staff 
members in Wilson County.  Volunteers raise the money and are on the board of directors.  If anyone is interested in helping, they can contact Judi 
at unitedwayofwilson.org.

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Health Public Report WRAY 30.1 8/27/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR080516RAYA        



The Heart Safe Community Award is given to only two groups per year.  On today’s Public Report, Chief Mike Varnell of the Rocky Mount Fire 
Department tells host, Tabitha Brown how they earned this award.  The Rocky Mount Fire Department received the award for a city of under 
900,000 people.  Grant money was received by the department and they decided to purchase defibulators to put in public areas of the city.  They 
also hired someone to go out into the community to tell people about this project and to find public places to install the defibulators and to train 
people to use them properly.  There are currently 151 units in place and 4500 people have been trained in CRP and using the units.  The fire 
department was surprised when they received the award.  The grant has ended, but a business that is interested in getting a defibulator can 
contact the fire department and they will help them purchase one, then train them to use it and do CPR. 

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Youth Public Report WRAY 30.1 9/03/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR081816RAY        

Host Sherman Blandon talks with Dr. Tiffany Tyson of Tysonmultimedia.com located in Wilson, NC.  Dr. Tyson always knew she wanted to do 
something in healthcare.  When she was in college, younger people came to her and confided in her.  She realized that there was a need for a 
place that they could go to express their feelings and frustrations about what was going on in their lives and have mentors to help them. She also 
wanted to help teens identify negative relationships.  She decided to write a book with stories about the things she was teaching.  The book, Urban 
Princess-The Power of Choice, is available now.  It has worksheets at the end of each story to help young people think about how the story relates 
to their lives.  It also includes a list of career choices and what would be required to get there, what kind of education would be needed and if there 
are internships for that career.  Dr. Tyson uses art, music and dance to help young people.  Her desire is to assist and inspire young people to be 
successful and to enrich and empower young adults and to teach them that even if they have made mistakes, they can overcome them.  

Issue Name and Program # Source Type Channel Air Date Air Time
Program 
Duration

Topic 
Duration

Mental Health Public Report WRAY 30.1 9/10/16 2:30pm 28:29 28.29
 PR052616RAY        



Scott Strother interviewed Rachel McQuiston about the Over the Edge fundraiser for Special Olympics.  This is the 6th year that this annual event 
has been held in Raleigh.  Each participant raises at least $1,000 in order to participate in rappelling down a 30 story building.  There will be at 
least 200 people participating.  The rappellers don’t have to have any experience.  There are experienced technicians on site to train each person.  
“Over the Edge” is a business with many years of experience.  They make sure everything is very safe.  They monitor the weather to be sure it is 
good and they watch each person’s speed of decent and equipment.  This is a fun way to raise money for Special Olympics.  People can register 
up until the day of the event which is October 1st.

Ask the Pastor at WRAY TV

Program           Source         Air Date               Time                   Program            Program #                             Aired
    Title                Type                                                                      Duration            Number                                   AT

   ATP             Live         07/05/16   2:00pm&5:30 pm      58:30           ATP070516             WRAY/Network      

Host:  Charles Johnson
Panel:  John Atkins, David Barnes, Marshall Blackmond, Mike Clark
Issue: Marriage    Sandy in Winston Salem, NC asked the pastors to explain Matthew 5:32 and the teaching about divorce.  Pastor Blackmond said 
divorce is only permissible because of fornication.
Issue: War   Marilyn from New York asked why God allows war when He knows how much suffering it will cause.  Pastor Barnes answered that 
god gives us free will.  We are not robots that He controls.  We are free to make mistakes.  Satan is always trying to get us to do wrong.  Pastor 
Clark said that wars are caused by greed and lust for power.

Program           Source         Air Date               Time                   Program            Program #                             Aired
    Title                Type                                                                      Duration            Number                                   AT
   ATP             Live         07/12/16   2:00pm&5:30 pm      58:30           ATP071216             WRAY/Network   

Host: Sherman Blandon



Panel: Alvin Hyman, Mike Clark, Van Sharpe, Jerry Nelson

Issue: Homosexuality    Hattie from Michigan asked if a gay person should be allowed to hold office in church.  Pastor Sharpe said it is 
against the will of god.  It is sin.  We are called out of darkness.  If you are born again, you are called out of that lifestyle.  Pastor Nelson 
commented that god created male and female.  In Leviticus it is called an abomination to God.  In Romans 1, they have left their natural 
affection and God turned them over to a reprobate mind.  So no, he should not serve in church.  

Issue: Pornography   Evonne from New York asked is porn a form of adultery.  Pastor Hyman said yes, Satan uses it to excite a man then 
desensitize him.  When he is with his wife he is thinking of someone else.  Pastor Sharpe said it definitely is adultery.  God hasn’t called us 
to uncleanness.  He wants us to be holy.  We have to guard our eyes.  Watching porn makes you want to commit the act.

Program           Source         Air Date               Time                   Program            Program #                             Aired
    Title                Type                                                                      Duration            Number                                   AT
   ATP             Live         07/19/16   2:00pm&5:30 pm      58:30           ATP071916             WRAY/Network   

Host: Mick Bowen

Panel:  Lee Chestnut, Joe Shakour, Danny Ellis, Jim Smith

Issue: Divorce   Marvin from Erwin, NC asked, if a man divorces and remarries, is he committing adultery?  Pastor Smith said that if a 
believer is abandoned, it is acceptable to divorce.  Abandonment and sexual immorality are the only reasons for divorce.  It is not what 
God wants, but the innocent party is allowed to divorce.  

Issue:  Secret Societies  Joe from Dyersburg, TN asked what the pastors think about Masons and Secret Societies.  Pastor Shakour said the 
major concerns are the secrecy, oaths, busbands not being able to tell their wives about it, and another gospel being taught.  Christians 
should separate them selves.  Allow God’s spirit to guide you in this area.  Touch not the unclean thing.  Be very careful.  Pastor Smith said 
what is done in secret will be shouted from the rooftop.  Secrecy should be a red flag that you should not be a part of it.

Program           Source         Air Date               Time                   Program            Program #                             Aired
    Title                Type                                                                      Duration            Number                                   AT
   ATP             Live         08/02/16   2:00pm&5:30 pm      58:30           ATP080216             WRAY/Network   

Host:  Mike Clark



Panel:  John Atkins, Phil Clark, Sherman Blandon, Mark Jones

Issue:  Gambling    Anonymous in Georgia asked is the Bible says anything about gambling.  Dr. Mike said it can become a destructive 
force for some people.  Pastor Blandon said when the soldiers gambled for Jesus garments it has a negative connotation.  It has a spirit 
behind it and is not the will of God.  Rabbi Atkins said gambling is a temptation.  It shows weakness in trusting God.  If He is not your 
source, then you don’t understand that he should be. 

Issue:  Alcohol.  Dorothy in Ohio asked if drinking is a sin.  Pastor Jones said it is not a sin.  Being drunk is a sin.  Too many people have 
an addition problem, so in order not to cause people to stumble, don’t do it.

Program           Source         Air Date               Time                   Program            Program #                             Aired
    Title                Type                                                                      Duration            Number                                   AT
   ATP             Live         08/16/16   2:00pm&5:30 pm      58:30           ATP081616             WRAY/Network   

Host:  Franklin Hunt

Panel:  Rabbi Atkins, Randall Hunt, Sherman Blandon, Dan Johnson

Issue:  Marriage.  Miranda asked how can a single woman know she has found the right person for a mate?
Pastor Randall said you must be whole by yourself before you marry.  Ask God specifically for what you want in a mate and wait for him to 
being that person to you.  Pastor Blandon said find out what the Bible says are the roles of husband and wife and how they are to treat 
each other.

Issue:  Marriage.  Anonymous asked if God recognizes a marriage that is not done in church.  Rabbi John said God does recognize it but it 
is not a covenant marriage.  Pastor Blandon said God will honor it if it is Godly.  Same sex marriage is legal but not Godly.

Program           Source         Air Date               Time                   Program            Program #                             Aired
    Title                Type                                                                      Duration            Number                                   AT
   ATP             Live         08/30/16   2:00pm&5:30 pm      58:30           ATP083016             WRAY/Network   

Host: Mike Clark



Panel:  John Atkins, Constance Fields, David Barnes, Phillip Lyons

Issue:  Death.  Charles from Mansfield, OH asked how is the best way to get through the grieving process.  Pastor Fields said it will take 
time, but to cast you cares on the Lord and He will bring peace.

Issue:  Politics.  Ronnie in FL asked if someone is running for office and you know he is going to make some bad changes, are you guilty if 
you vote for him.  Pastor Clark said yes, Romans 1:27.  Rabbi Atkins said you are condoning the sin if you vote for him and God sees it.

TOPIC SEGMENT
ISSUES PROGRAM SOURCE TYPE AIR DATE & TIMES DURATION DURATION

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 7/11/16 2:00pm 58:30
Other ATP071116AQP

Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists:  Pastor Dempsey Allen, Pastor Hurley Coleman, Pastor Alvernis Johnson, Pastor Edward Jones, 
and Pastor Brian Oswald. 

The pastors discuss the purpose of man and the reason God created man. Man was created for God’s pleasure and glory and for God to 
have a relationship with His creation. They also talk about if a rich man can go to Heaven. They share two examples of one who did not and one who 
did because he was able to humble himself, repent, and give his heart to God.   

Ask the Pastor 7/18/16 2:00pm 58:30
ATP071816AQP
Host:  Dr. Byron Hayes. Panelists:  Pastor David Dunn, Pastor Relinda Mushatt, Pastor Brian Oswald, Pastor Richard Sayad, and 
Pastor Evelyn Wesley-Allen.
The pastors talk about water baptism and how it’s an outward expression of an inner experience. The pastors also discuss baptism 
by fire, which is the baptism of the Holy Spirit. They also talk about how people in the church have many differences or different 
gifts and how they strengthen a church when unified in Christ.

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 7/25/16 2:00pm 58:30
Finances ATP072516AQP

Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists:  Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor Hurley Coleman, Pastor James Glenn, Pastor Edward Jones, and 
Pastor Evelyn Wesley-Allen. 

The pastors talk about how the blood of Jesus washes away our sins and those who put their faith in Him will receive salvation. They 
also discuss the concept of one God who expresses himself in three personalities: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. The pastors explain what 
tithing is and explain that it’s still relevant today.

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 8/1/16 2:00pm 58:30
Marriage ATP080116AQP



Host:  Dr. Herbert Banks. Panelists:  Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor Dick Bullock, Pastor David Dunn, Pastor Brian Grundy, and Pastor 
Brian Oswald.

The pastors discuss what it means for a husband to love his wife as Christ loves the church. They also talk about putting our trust in 
God when we go through something we don’t understand, like the loss of a loved one. The pastors tell viewers that the blood of Jesus 
Christ is the only way to get rid of sin and we need to turn away from sin by following in His ways. 

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 8/8/16 2:00pm 58:30
Community ATP080816AQP

Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists:  Dr. Darrell Foltz, Pastor James Glenn, Pastor Benny Stribling, and Pastor Evelyn Wesley- Allen. 
The pastors discuss the differences between angels and humans. They also talk about what prayer is and the different ways to pray. 

The pastors encourage volunteering, even in political arenas as an opportunity to be a light. We are to make sure that everything we do, 
we do to the glory of God. They also talk about being filled and continually filled with the Holy Spirit. 

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 8/15/16 2:00pm 58:30
Finances ATP081516AQP

Host:  Dr. Byron Hayes. Panelists:  Pastor Dick Bullock, Pastor Edward Jones, Pastor Rod McTaggart, Pastor Relinda Mushatt, and 
Pastor Brian Oswald. 

The pastors read from Luke and explain through examples that following Jesus requires commitment. They also talk about the 
principle of giving and how giving should be done with humility and cheerfully. As believers and Christians, He transforms us beginning 
with our heart and moving through our actions and behavior.  

Religion/ Ask the Pastor 8/22/16 2:00pm 58:30
Other ATP082216AQP

Host:  Dr. Lonnie Brown. Panelists:  Pastor Hurley Coleman, Jr., Pastor James Glenn, Pastor Rod McTaggart, and Pastor Evelyn 
Wesley-Allen. 
The pastors explain that God can touch an unbeliever’s heart to bring them to salvation. They talk about people knowing God’s voice 

through having a relationship and knowing Him, like a son knows his mother’s voice. The pastors also discuss evangelism, what it is, 
how to evangelize, and why Christians don’t do it. They read scriptures to explain how a person can receive the Holy Spirit. 

Ask the Pastor 8/29/16 2:00pm 58:30
ATP082916AQP
Host:  Pastor Brian Oswald. Panelists:  Pastor John Bienlein, Pastor Hurley Coleman, Jr., Pastor Relinda Mushatt, and 
Pastor Benny Stribling. 
The pastors talk about the sin nature beginning in the Garden of Eden through Adam and Eve’s disobedience. Any person’s measure 

of faith comes through hearing the word of God. The pastors explain the representation of the morning star from Isaiah to Revelation. 



Jesus is the morning star and Lucifer was the reflection of the morning star until falling from Heaven. They also talk about the Trinity 
and how it relates to salvation. 

Homosexuality        Ask the Pastor Live PA/O 07/07/162:30 PM 58:30 04:00
ATP070716DWO
Host:  James Friedman  Panel:  Keith Graham, Lester Lewis, Prince Miles, Harvey Presberry, Jason Woolford
Q:I have a friend who came out in social media.  What can I do to support him?

             The best way to support them is to pray that God will forgive them of their sins, but never agree with wrong.  In God’s Holy Word 
God made man for woman.  God never did make man for man.  It is an abomination unto God the father, God the Son and God the Holy 
Ghost.  God never did make two women to be together they cannot procreate.  God made a man for a woman and that is the plan and the will 
of God.  So support them in reading God’s Word, getting them delivered, getting them set free from that diabolical sin.  First and 
foremost you pray for them, you can’t take away from the Word of God.  While you’re praying and being a friend to them let them know 
what the Word of God says about this.

Healing Ask the Pastor Live PA/O 081816 2:30PM 58:30 03:00
ATP081816DWO
Host:  Anthony Shannon Panel:  Tony Keeling, C.S. Oosterveen, Kathy Wuopio, Romeo Pelle, Jason Woolford
Q: Why can’t I get my healing, what am I doing wrong?
Sometimes healings work out the way that we want them and sometimes they don’t.  Get into your Word, read it, because doesn’t 

return void, because it speaks and live your life for The Lord.  God is not a respecter of persons, so if He’s done it for us He’ll do it for you.

Abortion Ask the Pastor Live PA/O 08/25/162:30PM 58:30 03:00
ATP082516DWO
Host:  Charlie Green Panel:  Kevin Binion, Alvin Hall, Patricia Heathman, Grady Jensen, Donald McKay
Q: Does God forgive those who had an abortion?
There is nothing too hard for me saith The Lord.  There is no sin outside of the realm of the blood that Christ shed on Calvary 

it is for us to ask.  If we ask we shall receive and that’s what we have to come to.  The enemy will try to tell you you’ve done too much, 
you’re under too much condemnation, no, God will never take you back.  Paul himself said I serve God with a clear conscious because 
the blood of Jesus Christ cleansed him of all that he did.  There is only one sin that the Bible speaks of as unforgivable and that is 
blasphemy against the Holy Ghost. And the word blaspheme means to speak against.  Other than that you can be forgiven for abortion with a 
godly sorrow within your heart.  He is faithful and just to forgive your sins and cleanse you from all unrighteousness. 

Healing Ask the Pastor Live PA/O 09/01/162:30PM 58:30 04:00
ATP121114DWO
Host:  Benjamin Baker Panel:  Keith Graham, Frank Julian, Lester Lewis, William Mulwee, Harvey Presberry



Q: I have a bad heart I have a defibrillator helping my heart to pump.  If God lives in my heart why is my heart bad and I love 
Him so much?  

When the Bible speaks of love The Lord with all of your heart, it is not talking about your physical heart it means your 
inner most being deep down inside of you.  Again it is not talking about the physical organ that pumps blood. 

LEN AND CATHY CONTINUITY ON HD 3RD Q. 2016

(until 9/1)

#295 – 8/2/16

Len and Cathy talk about healing, health, and how God wants you well.

#296 – 8/3

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how long they have been married.

~God’s plan for divine healing.

~why people need to talk to things.

~why people need to stand in the place of authority.

~the power of words.

~support TCT. Gifts: Len’s CD- God of the Breakthrough, and Cathy’s teaching DVD.

~read Ephesians 5:30, talk about how Jesus had a man’s body. Whose report will you believe?

~read Psalm 112, Proverbs 4:20, talk about how words are life that find God.  

~How God touched Cathy’s ankles.

#297 – 8/4

Len and Cathy talk about:

~fear.



~how fear is faith in death.

~how to crush fear.

~reads Hebrew 2:14–15, how fear is of bondage. Why people need to refuse to fear.

~reads Luke 4, talks about what the word bruised means. 

~how the yoke of fear is destroyed by the anointing. 

~why people need to resist fear.

~reads Revelation 21:7-8, talks about how the Lord hates fear.

~why people need to protect themselves from fearful books or movies.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#298 – 8/5

Len and Cathy read Psalm 23 and talk about how good God is and how God restored His People. They also talk about healing.

#299 – 8/8

 Len and Cathy talk about divine healing.

#300 – 8/9

Len and Cathy mention that this is the 300th episode of Len and Cathy. They also discuss how they met Garth and Tina. They also talk about the 
beginnings of TCT. 

#301 – 8/10

Len and Cathy talk about healing and how God wants you well.

#302 – 8/11

Len and Cathy talk about divine healing.

#303 – 8/12



Len and Cathy talk about divine healing.

#304 – 8/15

Len and Cathy talk about the healing for today.

#305 – 8/16

 Len and Cathy talk about divine healing and dealing with Spiritual beings.

#306 – 8/17

Len and Cathy talk about how to speak things into your life that will change your circumstances. Len and Cathy also talk about why people need 
to cast their cares on the Lord.

#307 – 8/18

Len and Cathy talk about why a person needs to cast their cares on the Lord.

#308 – 8/19

Len and Cathy talk about why we need to cast our cares on the Lord.

#309 – 8/22

Len and Cathy talk about why people need to cast their cares on the Lord.

#310 – 8/23

 Len and Cathy talk about the importance of praise and worship. Len and Cathy also talk about how God’s light breaks darkness.

#311 – 8/24

Len and Cathy discuss winning.#312 – 8/25

Len and Cathy talk about the mark and the prize.

#313 – 8/26



Len and Cathy talk about how to press on. They also talk about why people need to go after the things of God. They talk about how to press 
toward the mark.

#314 – 8/29

Len and Cathy talk about how to go after your stuff. They also talk about how to go after God’s Promises.

#315 – 8/30

Len and Cathy talk about how to go after your stuff. They also talk about how to go after God’s Promises.

#316 – 8/31

Len and Cathy talk about why people need to go after new things. They talk about how to go after God’s Promises.  

#317 – 9/1

 Len and Cathy talk about going to get your stuff. 

~talk about Satan’s plan to destroy you.

~ read 1 Samuel 1 and talk about what authority you have over the devil.

LEN AND CATHY CONTINUITY ON SD 3RD Q. 2016

#522 – 7/1 & 9/9/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why it’s important to feed on the Word of God.

~faith comes to people. 

~why it’s important to take strength

~you are the person who determines your future.



~why it’s important to be free of living an indecisive life.

~read Romans 4, talk about images

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

~encourage the viewers to like their Facebook page.

#523 – 7/4 & 9/19

Len and Cathy talk about:

~thank the viewers for supporting TCT.

~ the harvest.

~God puts the desires in people to do His will.

~you get what you talk about.

~Romans 1:16-17; we are justified, and destined to live by faith.

~ the language of faith.

~why people need to believe and say “it is done”.

#524 – 7/5 & 9/20

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how your future is in the hands of other people. 

~getting into the rest of the believer.



Len introduces a roll-in about Len’s worship CD, and Cathy’s teaching CD: Not To Me You Don’t.

Cathy talks about the authority of the believer.

Cathy talks about why people need to follow the directions of the King.

~ the power of words.

~reads Numbers 23:19, talks about why laws are needed.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior

#525 – 7/6 & 9/21

Len and Cathy talk about:

~read Numbers 23:19, talk about breakthrough.

~why people need to speak positive circumstances into existence. 

Len Introduces a roll-in of the CD: Under the Shadow, and Cathy’s teaching CD, Not to Me You Don’t.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~read James 3, talk about how certain items work.

~why people should not be discouraged, and we can always believe for ourselves. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. Encourage the viewers to say the prayer of Salvation. 

~encourage the viewers to call for prayer.

#526 – 7/7 & 9/22



Len and Cathy Mink talk about:

~ Faith.

~Faith is our servant.

~why people need to be Word-minded. 

~read Joshua 1:7-8, why people need to meditate on scripture. 

Len introduces a roll-in of the CD Under the Shadow and Cathy’s teaching CD Not to Me You Don’t.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to stay in authority.

~why your mind needs to be your servant. 

~what it means to meditate.

~why it’s important to grow your faith.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#527 – 7/8 & 9/23

Len and Cathy Mink talk about:

~the faith that you would need to grab the promise that you want. 

~read 2 Peter 1, why people need to be loving and forgiving.

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD: Under the Shadows, and Cathy’s CD: Not To Me, You Don’t.

Len and Cathy talk about:



~why faith is always in the now.

~why people need to take your faith now. 

~why people need to thank and praise the Lord.

~why people need to consider all of God’s benefits.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

~thank the viewers for partnering with TCT.

#528 – 7/11  & 9/26

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ rest. Divine rest.

~read Matthew 11, talk about rest

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD and Cathy’s teaching CD.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why it’s important to practice patience.

~read Hebrews 4:9–11, why it’s important to cast your cares

~encourage the viewers to go to the website.

#529 – 7/12 & 9/27

Len and Cathy talk about:



~rest

~read Hebrews 3:12–13; talk about grace

~why people need to get up to the Spirit realm.

Len introduces a roll-in of his CD called More Than Enough, and the scripture packets.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~self-soothing.

~how sitting down and doing nothing can be healthy.

~why people need to rest.

~why people need to give themselves permission and time to rest.

~ Sabbath rest.

~why people need to plan to rest.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#530 – 7/13 & 9/28

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the Word of God holds the answer to everything.

~the Lord will strengthen you.

~Ruth Haley Barton – Sacred Rhythms. Talk about how our bodies need divine rest.

~ the three areas of your being.



Len encourages the viewers to support TCT. Talks about the new CD called More Than Enough, and the scripture packets.

Len talks about unforgiveness. You haven’t forgiven a person if you haven’t forgotten about the situation.

~reads Isaiah 40:31, talks about how to walk about and not be weary.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#531 – 7/14 & 9/29

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how to enter into divine rest

~read Isaiah 40:31, talk about the word eagle.

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

Len introduces a roll-in of the CD More Than Enough and the Scripture Cards. Support TCT.

Len reads Psalms 23, talks about God’s Supernatural rest.

~what a Psalm is.

~what the Lord means in Psalm 23. Talks about what the word Pastor means.

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ.

# 532 – 7/15 & 9/30

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ people have victory over every attack.



~please let us know your testimonies.

~talk about how their son is on fire for God.  How the Lord provided a new dump truck and a new chipper for their son’s business.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD: More Than Enough, and the scripture packets. 

Cathy reads Hebrews 11:11, talks about rest.

Cathy reads Psalms 22:28, we need to govern our lives by The Word.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why it’s okay to be resting.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Savior.

# 533 – 7/18

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ the 23rd Psalm.

~ green pastures. How God wants people to lie down in green pastures.

Len introduces a roll-in offering Len’s CDs and Cathy’s teaching CD for $100.

~talks about what the word “lead” means. 

~talks about how God leads us to a source of fresh water.

~God restores my soul.

~the Lord will give you breath



#534 – 7/19

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Psalm 23, the beautiful things of nature.

~people need to appreciate the beautiful things of nature. 

~read Psalm 23, God turns back the clock. Why people need to get into the Word. 

~the gifts of the Spirit.  What the word “restoring” means.

Len introduces a roll-in of their teaching and healing packet. $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the power of The Word. 

~ the healing packet.

~what the word “path” means. 

~why people need to walk in love.

~ what the word “walk” means. 

Len encourages the viewers to support TCT.

#535 – 7/20

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the shadow that death casts on your emotions.

~ what the word “fear” means.



~your mouth has power over your mind.

~what evil means.

~why people should not fear about what other people may say.

~what a rod is.

Len introduces a roll-in of their CD’s $100.

Len and Cathy talk about 

~how people belong to their shepherd.

~God can do anything.

~what the word enemy means, what anointing means.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#536 – 7/21

Len and Cathy talk about:

~people with better information can do better at life.

~God can break through our circumstances.

~Proverbs 10:22, why people need to declare what they want.

~Ephesians 2:4-6, Jesus gave His people the keys to death, hell, and the grave.

Cathy introduces a roll-in that talks about Len’s CD and Healing scriptures for $100.

Cathy and Len talk about:



~How God wanted us to rise up with Him.

~read Ephesians 1:17-22, talk about our spiritual eyes. Trouble is under our feet. 

~read Ephesians 2:6-7, talk about how special you are to God.

~why people need to govern their family. 

#537 – 7/22

Len and Cathy talk about:

~our victorious position in high places.

~1 John 4:17, how people need to change their views.

~the word “dominate”. People can dominate over those situations that come against them.

~why people can speak peace over those situations.

Len introduces a roll-in of his CD and Cathy’s teaching for $100.

Len and Cathy

~read 1 John 5:4, talk about the victory that overcomes the world.

~they need to declare a harvest for those partners that support TCT.

~Support TCT. Call in your testimonies. 

#538 – 7/25

Len and Cathy talk about:



~encourage the viewers to connect with them on social media.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

~how to live on the higher road.

~the gospel is extreme.

~unbelief can be unrecognizable. 

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to release the negative thinking. You need to see yourself differently.

~the difference between identity and identification.

~read Psalm115:16, Christians are supposed to rule and reign over the earth.

~support TCT.

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

#539  - 7/26

Len and Cathy talk about:

~learning how to take the high road.

~why people need to learn about who they are.

~read Psalm 115:16; God has given people authority over the earth. God has given us free will to make choices. 

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity packets for $40.



Cathy talks about seed, time, and harvest.

~why people need to decree over a thing. You need to pray over the situation.

#503 – 7/27

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how Jesus is the truth.

~why God would want people well.

~how sound has power over light.

~ how powerful your words are.

~you set your own mark and goal to where you would like to be.

~Mark 16:17–18, how the sick shall recover.

~why it’s important to lay hands on other people.

~how to pray for other people for healing.

#504 – 7/28

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how God is love.

~why God would like His children to be well.

~why people do not need any condemnation.



~Mark 16:17–18, talks about the laying on of Hands.

~ how healing can be instantaneous and there is time to recover.

~how Christianity is God’s search for man.

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#505 – 7/29

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God wants you well. Healing is for everybody.

~we have a Spirit, Soul, and Body. It is God’s will for us to be well.

~why people need to speak good words.

~talks about the Anointing Oil. Reads James 5:14–15

~unbelief makes you a coward.

~call for the elders of the church to pray for others.

~why it’s important to stand on the Word of God. 

~relieving faith is easy. Why people need to read the Word and follow its instructions. 

~the different kinds of oil that they have used to anoint people

~thank the Lord for your healing. 

#506 – 8/1



Len and Cathy talk about:

~how God wants us well.

~how he was diagnosed with a blood disease.

~ the Bible story of the woman with the problem with blood.

~how Jesus healed Len of a blood disease.

~ the gifts of healings.

~ the gifts of the Spirit.

~ Kathryn Kuhlman, how much she had a relationship with the Lord.

~why people should not limit God. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior

#507 – 8/2

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how the Lord wants people to be healthy.

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~the angels minister to the saints. Send angels to bring you what you need.

~ the king’s decree. People need to decree and declare what they want. 

~what the doctor has said is not the final word, but we need to stay on the Word.

~why it’s important to tell others that people are healed. 



~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior

#508 – 8/3

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how God made ways for your healing.

~Phillipians 2:9–10, what will happen when you speak the name of Jesus

~ how every name is lesser than the Name of Jesus.

~ the time when he saw an angel

~the authority of the name of Jesus.

~life is voice activated.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#509 – 8/4

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how much he loves his wife.

~how God brings healings to His loved ones.

~people can decree things.

~insist and resist. Why people should insist on healings.

~people can be free of addictions.



~reads John 10:10, people have authority over what they go through.

~why people do not need to agree with every illness that the doctor says that they have.

~people need to resist symptoms. Just thank God that you’ve been healed.

#510 – 8/5

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the macro and micro universe.

~how God would like you to be well.

~support TCT.

~encourage the viewers to like their Facebook page. Why people need to plant seeds into TCT.

~ how the Lord gave them money to buy a car for their daughter.

~why people need to lay hands on people and anoint them with oil. Why people need to decree and declare.

~why people need to insist and resist.

~why it’s important to fill yourself up with scriptures.

~you have the authority to guide your life and your authority.

~why people should not be putting up with any illness. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.



#540 – 8/8

Len and Cathy talk about:

~why people need to dwell on the Word. 

~being on the high Road.

~read Deuteronomy 11:21, people need to have a long life. Talk about the promised land. 

Len introduces a roll-in of CD – How Great Thou Art for $40 or more. Encourages the viewers to get the Prosperity Packet.

Len talks about his testimony. His anxiety left him when he accepted Christ.

Len and Cathy read Psalm 126

~talk about the different types of degrees

~read Job 13:15, talk about trusting in God even in the midst of the worst of situations.

~what Zion is.

~talk about evangelism.

~talk about “Whosoever can have whatsoever”

~put your trust in God. 

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#541 – 8/9

Len and Cathy talk about:

~their motorcycle ride. The Blue Ridge Parkway.

~living in the will of the Lord.



~why visions are important.

~read Romans 1:16-17, why people need to stand up for what they need to stand up for.

Len introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the just shall live by faith

~Hebrews 10:35, do not cast away your confidence.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Savior

#542 – 8/10 

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the just shall live by faith.

~confidence

~Hebrews 10:35–39, how people are one with Christ. Embrace Christ.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len’s CD How Great Thou Art and the Prosperity packets for $40.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Hebrews10:35–39, about what patience is. 

~Hebrews 11:1-3; faith believes that it has evidence. A person cannot live by those things that a person would see.

~talks about how faith can sneak up on you.

#543   - 8/11

Len and Cathy talk about:



~the Bible. Why it’s important for children to hear the Word of God. Talk about Gospel Duck.

~how the just shall live by Faith.

~talks about what a miracle will do.

Len introduces a roll-in of Len Mink’s CDs, Healing Packet, and Cathy’s teaching CDs for $100.

Len and Cathy talks about:

~why it’s important to write your vision down.

~verb tense is important in using faith.

~how the Lord can speak to His people.

~reads Genesis 11:6, talks about confession. Why it’s important to say the same thing.

#544 – 8/12 

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how everything is alive in Heaven.

~reads Malachi 7:16–17, God inhabits the praises of His people.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of Len Mink’s CDs, Healing Packet, and Cathy’s teaching CDs for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Malachi 3, talk about stout words. How you can ask God for forgiveness after you say those words.

~fear and condemnation kills all faith. Be quick to repent.

~forgiveness. You need to forgive yourself.

~self-condemnation and false guilt.



Len encourages the viewers to forgive themselves. 

~prays for the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#545 – 8/15

Len and Cathy talk about:

~mountain-moving faith.

~the importance of the spoken word. Talk about quantum faith.

~what neutrality is in spirituality. 

~read Mark 11:23, talk about the importance of saying something. 

~what science is.

Cathy introduces a roll-in of her teaching CD’s offered for $100.

Len encourages the viewers to support TCT.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~what worship is.

~why Jesus is the cosmic Christ.

~read Colossians 1:17, talk about the words – consist and adhere.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#546 – 8/16

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourages the viewers to like them on Facebook.



~how your belief system transmits everywhere that a person goes. 

~Colossians 1:17, talks about the word “consist”

~reads John 1:1–3, God downloaded the image into Jesus.

Len introduces a roll-in to encourage the viewers to get his DVD.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~those smaller particles are expanding in the bigger particles. 

~what quantum physics is.

~reads Hebrews 11:3, sound is what created light. Your words are energy.

Len encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#547 – 8/17

Len and Cathy talk about:

~the language of faith.

~the things that are seen are temporary, but the things that are not seen are permanent.

~when sub atomic particles collide, a musical frequency is noted from the collision. 

Len introduces a roll-in of CDs by Len and Cathy, and the healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~how the sound waves turn to particles. 

~sound effects matter.



~expectancy is another word for faith.

~why people set their minds on positive ideas. Renew your mind. 

Cathy prays for the viewers to have peace in their lives. 

#548 – 8/18

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how important our words can be for our faith.

~we live in a voice activated universe.

~reads Genesis 1:1-2, talks about what the word “earth” means. What the word “form” means. What the word “darkness” means. What the 
word “face” means.

Cathy introduces a roll in of their CDs and the Healing Packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~the substance of words. God is a rational being. Words create things.

~Mark 11:12–25, talk about the God kind of faith.

~what you are speaking should be lined up with the Word of God.  

#549 – 8/19

Len and Cathy talk about:

~all things respond to energy.

~a sound canon



~how things were made by the spoken word of God.

~do you introduce faith-filled words into your life?

Len introduces a roll in of Len and Cathy’s CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how words are seeds.

~how your mouth is the thermostat of your life.

~talk about the laws of gravity. 

~reads Hebrews 11:1, talk about what faith is. 

Cathy encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#550 – 8/22

Len and Cathy talk about:

~science and the Bible are converging.

~reads Hebrews 11:3, Romans 12:2, what makes things of the spirit become tangible. 

~how things becomes visible.

~reads Romans 4, what God calls being weak in faith. Do not stagger in unbelief.

Cathy introduces a roll in of Len and Cathy’s CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~Kingdom principles.

~people need to live by Kingdom principles and not worldly principles.



~reads Romans 5:17, people need to rule and reign in life. 

~people need to focus on the Word of God. 

Len encourages the viewers to call for prayer. 

~encourages the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#551 – 8/23

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how they are creating a faith wall.

~talk about the properties that have not been sold. A person needs to believe in faith.

~how a person can stand in faith that a home will sell.

~Proverbs 24: 3–4, Deuteronomy 6:10–11; scriptures to stand on for a new house.

Cathy introduces a roll in of Len and Cathy’s CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~people need to believe for a hundred fold harvest. Believe for the miracle that you want. 

~Proverb 9:1; Proverb 12:7; Proverb 15:6; Isaiah 32:17–18; Psalm 66:12

~talks about how women have so much faith. Psalm16:5–6

~prays for God to give people a new house. Prays for the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

#552 – 8/24

Len and Cathy talk about:



~how to live free from burden or care.

~1 Peter 5:7, people were made not to have burden. Cast all your cares upon God. 

Len introduces a roll in of Len and Cathy’s CDs and Healing packet for $100.

Len and Cathy talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~God is watching over you.

~reads Psalm 55:22, the Lord has people that will sustain you.

~reads Isaiah 40:29, the Lord will increase your strength.

~reads Isaiah 40:28–31, the Lord will never grow weary. Psalm 62:5, you will be renewed by waiting on God.  Matthew 11:28; Psalm 
127:2, why people need to sleep.

#511 – 8/25

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ health and wellness.

~read Mark 11:22–24, 11:12-14; talk about how the tree would not produce any figs. 

~how words are so powerful. 

~why we need to forgive others.

~unforgiveness can block you from receiving a healing. How to receive healing.

~why people need to be careful about what comes out of their mouth after an incident happens.

~words have the ability to create and change.



~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior.

~call for prayer.

#512 – 8/26

Len and Cathy talk about:

~ healing, wellness, wholeness.

~read Mark 11:23-24, why people need to speak to the Lord about things.

~why people need to be careful about what they say. Do not curse yourself by what you say.

~why people need to speak about what they want.

~why it’s important to speak to our own bodies.

~why people need to talk positive thoughts to themselves.

~encourage the viewers to accept God as their Lord and Savior

#513 – 8/29

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God wants people well.

~God wants to see you whole.

~people should lay hands on the sick.

~insisting and resisting.

~read Proverbs 4:20–21 and talk about how all health crises are covered by what you say.

~talk about the healing packets.



~what the Universal Cure is.

~people have been redeemed from the curse.

~call in your testimonies. 

#514 – 8/30

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how God wants us well.

~communion.

~why people need to refuse illness.

~why people need to watch what they say.

~what will raise a person’s blood pressure.

~book by Lester Sumrall Pioneers of Faith

~why it’s important to praise the Lord.

~Why people cannot open the door to fear.

~why people need to proclaim that they are healed.

~encourage the viewers to accept the Lord as their Lord and Savior.

#515 – 8/31

Len and Cathy talk about:

~healing and wholeness.

~people can be healed on other people’s faith.



~Psalms 107:20, there is an originating address

~God does not keep score of the bad things that you do.

~why it’s important to speak the Word over your situation.

~read Matthew 8, why people need to send the Word to heal

~why people need to be true to their word.

~why people need to respect your word.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

#516 – 9/1

Len and Cathy talk about:

~healing and wholeness.

~ the laying on of hands.

~ the anointing of oil.

~why people need to decree and declare their wholeness.

~why people need to use the Name of Jesus.

~ the sword has two edges

~ the Name of Jesus is used to obtain authority.

~why it’s important to starve your thoughts.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Savior. 

~pray the prayer of Salvation.



#517 – 9/2

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how God wants you to be healed and whole.

~ the ways to get healed.

~ the healing scriptures card.

~the gifts of healings.

~how the word “ no” is an anointed word. 

~people have been healed through taking communion.

~read Luke 5, talk about how the Lord was present to heal.

~what will motivate you to do God’s will.

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. Pray the prayer of Salvation.

#518 – 9/5

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how excited they were to get to meet the TCT partners. 

~how God is bread of life.

~how God will never stop satisfying the hole that only God can fill.

~reads Matthew 15:21–26 talk about the keys to healing and faith.

~why people need to refuse to take offense.

~why people need to persevere past being offended.



~talk about divine life.

#519 – 9/6

Len and Cathy talk about:

~how faith is to produce results.

~pass the bowl of healing.

~why people need to eat the bread of life. 

~ the valley of the shadow of death.

~ Romans 8, how the Holy Spirit will raise you up.

~you steer your own life with what you say.

~take communion and receive your healing.

#520 – 9/7

Len and Cathy talk about:

~we pray over you.

~why people need to be grateful.

~why people need to lay hands on to heal others.

~why people need to anoint one another.

~ insist and resist.

~why people need to speak the healing scriptures. (talks about the healing packets)

~what a covenant means.



~how music heals.

~encourage the viewers to accept God as their Lord and Savior. 

#521 – 9/8

Len and Cathy talk about:

~God wants to bring healing into your life. 

~the healing power of music.

~ how dogs howl when there are high frequencies. 

~how worship carries God’s anointing

~ the songs of worship that would lead a person into God’s anointing. 

~why it’s important to create a playlist of worship.

~peace will come if you listen to the right music.

~prays for God to deliver viewers from chaotic moments

~encourage the viewers to accept Christ as their Lord and Savior. 

FAITH IN HISTORY CONTINUITY ON HD 3RD Q. 2016

#506 – 7/1/16

William Federer talks about:

~The Incan Empire



~Book: Three Secular Reasons Why America Should Be Under God.

~Slavery began in Cuba

~The Quaker Memorial

~Slave revolts in Haiti

~The Civil War

~The Spanish-American War

#507 – 7/4

William Federer talks about:

~How the First Amendment evolved

~Book: Backfired

~The Great Migration

~The Federalists Camp

~The Bill of Rights

~Support TCT.

#508 – 7/5

William Federer talks about:

~The First Amendment

~Book: Backfired.

~The established denominations

~The purpose of the First Amendment

~The states that allow the Blue Laws



~The rights of conscience

~support TCT.

#509 – 7/6

William Federer talks about:

~Joseph Story

~book: Backfired

~James Madison – “The Father of the U.S. Constitution”.

~the purpose of the First Amendment

~Herbert Spencer

~The case precedent theory

~the 14th Amendment

~support TCT.

#510 – 7/7

William Federer talks about:

~how the 10th and 14th Amendments were changed

~Book: Backfired

~people would change the wording of the Amendments

~Religion was under the States’ jurisdiction.

~The “Crucible of Litigation”.

~support TCT.



#511 – 7/8

William Federer talks about:

~Separation of Church and State

~book: Backfired.

~Why justices needed to recluse themselves. It was because they needed to hold old values

~Why people want the Bill of Rights to be destroyed

~Calvinistic church that Thomas Jefferson started.

~Jefferson’s view on church and state.

~support TCT.

#512 – 7/11

William Federer talks about:

~James Madison

~book: Backfired.

~William Bradford

~The importance of the Freedom of Conscience

~George Mason proposed that handcuffs needed to be placed on the Government.

~the War of 1812.

~why George Mason did not sign the U.S. Constitution.

~support TCT.

#513 – 7/12

William talks about:



~Book: Backfired

~Madison is the father of the Constitution.

~the Bill of Rights

~The Spectrum of Power

~John Leland

~Support TCT.

#514 – 7/13

William talks about:

~the Freedoms of the Constitution

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Bill of Rights.

~Joseph Story

~What the Blue Laws Are

~The States that ratified the Bill of Rights.

~support TCT.

#515 – 7/14

William talks about:

~Separation of Church and State

~Roger Williams

~Book: Three Secular Reasons Why American Should Be Under God

~The Puritans



~Where the Phrase “Separation of Church and State” was first used

~The Main Baptists Tenant.

~support TCT.

#516 – 7/15

William Federer talks about:

~Thomas Jefferson

~The Danbury Baptists

~Book: The Original 13

~What Hate Crime Legislation Is

~The differences between Islam and Jefferson

~How people were chased out of different states.

~Support TCT. 

#517 – 7/18

William talks about:

~Book: The Original 13

~The Danbury Baptists

~taxes

~John Leland

~The Rights of Conscience

~ William Penn

~The Four types of church governments



~The Anglican Church was disestablished

~Support TCT.

#518 – 7/19

William talks about:

~book: American Minute

~the history of Leap Day

~Julius Caesar

~Pompeii

~The Julian Calendar

~The Lunar Calendar

~How the months were developed 

~the history of Easter

~Support TCT.

#519 – 7/20

William talks about:

~The Ten Commandments

~book: Change to Chains

~Cecil B. Demille

~Love is voluntary

~George Orwell

~How the Ten Commandments influenced the President’s decisions.



~Support TCT.

#520 – 7/21

William talks about:

~Cardinal Nolan

~Hospitals

~Hospitals were staffed by religious orders

~The Hotel-Dieu

~Saint Vincent de Paul

~America’s First Hospital

~Organizations of religious Convictions

~Support TCT.

#521 – 7/22

William talks about:

~book: Backfired

~Charles V.

~The Treaty of Augsburg

~William Penn

~John Carroll

~Georgetown Hospital

~the King wanted and forced people to follow him.

~why people should choose to believe the King



~Evangelism

~support TCT.

#522 – 7/25

William talks about:

~Georgetown University

~John and Charles Carroll

~book: Backfired

~Why love should be voluntary

~Daniel Carroll

~Elizabeth Seton

~Support TCT.

#523 – 7/26

William talks about:

~Vlad the Impaler

~Victor Hugo

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~the Story of Deborah

~the Muslims invaded Romania

~Support TCT.

#524 – 7/27

William talks about:



~John Quincy Adams

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Gag Rule

~Slave Owners

~The different ways that Islam spreads

~support TCT.

#525 – 7/28

William talks about:

~Morocco

~Book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~Indian Trade

~The Stolen Village

~Protection payments

~the Vatican City Wall

~the Bibliography of John Quincy Adams

~The Barbary Wars

~Support TCT.

#526 – 7/29

William talks about:

~John Leland

~book: Backfired



~the term ‘Establishment’

~John Peter Muhlenburg

~The Great Awakening Revivals

~Jefferson writing a bill to establish Religious Freedom

~The Reign of Terror

~support TCT.

#527 – 8/1

William talks about:

~The Barbary Pirate Wars

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran

~The Ridda Laws

~Bishop Francis Asbury

~Patrick Henry

~Baptist in Connecticut

~Jefferson’s view with Islam

~support TCT.

#528 – 8/2

William talks about:

~Montesquieu

~book: From Change to Chains

~ What a Republic is



~What a Monarch is

~What a Despot is

~The different between a Democracy and a Republic

~ Encourages the viewers to go to TCT’s website.

~Support TCT.

#529 – 8/3

William talks about:

~Montesquieu

~book: From Change to Chains

~The different forms of Government

~The three branches of Government

~How power corrupts people

~The role of the legislator

~The Spirit of the Laws

~Support TCT.

#530 – 8/4

William talks about:

~The National Motto, “In God We Trust”

~book: American Minute

~The Star Spangled Banner

~Why it’s important for America to be under God.



~What a silver certificate is

~Encourages the viewers to go to TCT’s website.

~support TCT.

#531 – 8/5

William talks about:

~Ben Franklin

~Book: America’s God and Country

~The War of Jenkin’s Ear

~The Great Awakening Revival

~George Whitefield.

~When Daylight Savings Time was suggested.

#532 – 8/8

William talks about:

~Ben Franklin

~The Quaker Memorial

~George Whitefield

~Jonathan Edwards

~John and Charles Wesley

~The Methodist Movement.

~Ben Franklin printed George Whitefield’s sermons.



~Book: America’s God and Country

~Support TCT.

#533 – 8/9

William talks about:

~George Whitefield and Ben Franklin

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Ben Franklin invents the lightening rod.

~Ben saw revival.

~Ben invented hospitals.

~how debt was surfacing.

~Support TCT.

#534 – 8/10

William talks about:

~Napoleon

~Book: America’s God and Country.

~The French Revolution.

~The Rosetta stone.

~Napoleon conquered parts of Europe.

~The Metric System.

~The Louisiana Purchase.

~The Battle of Trafalgar.



~Support TCT.

#535 – 8/11

William talks about:

~The Battle of Trafalgar

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Napoleon was going to invade Spain.

~Peninsular War.

~The Battle of Waterloo.

~How Napoleon was banned to an island.

~Napoleon impacted America.

~Support TCT.

#536 – 8/12

William talks about:

~The Louisiana Purchase

~Jacques Cartier.

~Jean-Baptiste Le Moyne

~Louis XIV

~The Mississippi Bubble

~The Great Expulsion.

~Book: America’s God and Country

~Coup d’état



~The Louisiana Purchase.

#537 – 8/15

William talks about:

~Napoleon

~book: From Change to Chains; The Rise of the Tyrant.

~The Reign of Terror

~How Napoleon was exiled to the island of Elba

~The Napoleonic Wars

~the dhimmi.

~Support TCT.

#538 – 8/16

William talks about:

~how the First Amendment Evolved

~Book: For God and Country

~Colonies had their own religion.

~How the First Amendment was established

~The Bill of Rights.

~Talks about the 1st Amendment and defines the word of the 1st Amendment.

~Support TCT.

#539 – 8/17

William talks about:



~How the First Amendment evolved.

~Book: For God and Country

~The 1st Amendment limits the Government.

~Justice Joseph Story

~The State’s Jurisdiction.

~How laws change.

~Charles Darwin

~The Precedent Method

~How laws evolve

~support TCT

#540 – 8/18

William talks about:

~The 14th Amendment and how this Amendment impacted the 1st Amendment.

~book: For God and Country

~Case Precedent.

~How laws change.

~How many times a President can take office.

~Hugo Black

~Support TCT.

#541 – 8/19

William talks about:



~Hugo Black and how he changed the 1st Amendment.

~Book: For God and Country

~The different ways to change the Constitution.

~Meaningful beliefs.

~Atheism is a religion.

~What beliefs are.

~Crucible of Litigation.

~Secularism

~Support TCT.

#542 – 8/22

William talks about

~Religion of Secular Humanism

~Book: For God and Country

~People need to accept others and not hate.

~Hostility to religion.

~Christians are not tolerated.

~Temporal Punishments

~Support TCT.

#543 – 8/23

William talks about

~The Father of the Constitution – James Madison



~book: For God and Country

~Worship is happening if it is giving to God.

~George Mason wanted to re-write the Bill of Rights.

~Why people need to repent of their sins

~John Leland.

~Support TCT.

#544 – 8/24

William talks about:

~the U.S. Leaders discussion of the National Day of Prayer.

~book: For God and Country

~The Whiskey Rebellion.

~Why sins need to be confessed

~Why sins need to be punished

~Presidents declaring a day of Prayer and Fasting

~Support TCT.

#545 – 8/25

William talks about:

~the history of Georgia

~book: What Every American Needs to Know About the Quran.

~James Oglethorpe

~The different settlers that settled in the state of Georgia.



~Where the Protestants in Georgia came from.

~The War of Jenkin’s Ear.

~Bishop John England.

~Support TCT.

#546 – 8/26

William talks about:

~James Monroe

~book: America’s God and Country

~the Battle of Trenton

~The French Revolution

~When the state was added to the Union.

~People need to preserve their liberty.

~support TCT.

#547 – 8/29

William talks about:

~J. Edgar Hoover

~Machiavelli

~book: The Rise of the Tyrant

~How penitentiaries were started

~what people believe is right and wrong

~why leaders like to control others and why they use crises.



~Talleyrand

~support TCT.

#548 – 8/30

William Federer talks about:

~What Common Core is.

~William Holmes McGuffey

~book: America’s God and Country

~Why people need to follow laws.

~William McGuffey

~What is right and wrong, a conscious.

~Why it’s important to seek God.

~encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~support TCT.

#549 – 8/31

William Federer talks about:

~Admiral David Glasgow Farragut

~book: America’s God and Country

~David Porter

~Matthew Fontaine Maury

~U.S.S. Navy

~People had Christian faith.



~encourages the viewers to go to the website.

~Support TCT.

#550 – 9/1

William talks about:

~Ulysses S. Grant

~book: America’s God and Country.

~How Grant resigned from the military

~The Battle of Gettysburg

~Shenandoah Valley

~How Grant stopped the Act of Indian Removal

~Quaker policy

~The Siege of Vicksburg

~ Support TCT.

RABBI LAPIN CONTINUITY ON HD 3RD Q. 2016

#302

Airdate: 7/1/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin



Rabbi Daniel and Susan talk about:

~Faith and Finances – Business Secrets of the Bible. 

~ email from Ask the Rabbi.

~reads emails and questions from viewers – regarding their finances

~how family and money is essential.

~ the Ask the Rabbi page.

~how money is beneficial to other people. Making money is not greedy.

~support TCT.

#303

Airdate: 7/4/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Daniel and Susan talk about:

~the Hebrew word for coincidence.

~how God structures things.

~how the world wants a Godless perspective.

~the Hebrew word for clarity and ice. 

~why God is not an ATM machine.

~support TCT.



#304

Airdate: 7/5/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~their love affair for dogs. How he persuaded a child that a dog was a real dog.

~toxins and fear of rejection. Shyness.

~how people are in danger of being isolated from other people.

~the life of Joseph. How Joseph sent wagons to bring back his father.

~how people shape their destiny and their future.

~support TCT

#305

Airdate: 7/6/16

Host: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin talk about:

~why people desire to be perfect.

~how people desire to make situations perfect.

~heaven and earth – Spiritual and physical reality.



~God created heaven and earth.

~the Hebrew language for the word “fire” and “water”.

~Spiritual power.

~Business Secrets From the Bible (book)

~talks about his website.

#306

Airdate: 7/7/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin talk about:

~how grateful Rabbi is to Susan.

~how Rabbi and Susan wrote letters to keep in touch with other people.

~how God does not desire for men to be alone. 

~the different verses in the Bible – where it says “It’s not good”. 

~why it’s important to delegate tasks. Why parents need to delegate tasks to their children.

~why it’s good for men to stay together.

~support TCT.

~talks about his website Thought Tools.



#307

Airdate: 7/8/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~the time when Jacob found out that his son is alive. 

~examines the Hebrew word for “face”.

~examines the Hebrew word for “water”.

~Isaac and Jacob – those men who continue to their spiritual destiny. 

~book: Buried Treasure.

~support TCT.

~encourages the viewers to go to his website. 

#308

Airdate: 7/11/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, and Susan Lapin

Daniel and Susan talk about:

~why people need to face reality

~talks about how gender can affect others. Talks about external authority among gender.

~talks about how people can be identical and interchangeable. 



~how culture can paint reality. How people can become closer to God. 

~Book: Buried Treasure.

~why people need to keep exploring God.

#309

Airdate: 7/12/16

 Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Daniel and Susan talk about:

~how David was rejected by his father.

~reads Lev. 25, talks about the number of Sabbaths in a year.

~talks about economic creativity in the 1850s. 

~how our bodies can tell when it is night and day. They will keep track of the seven day cycle.

~what  they do on the Sabbath.

~support TCT.

#310

Airdate: 7/13/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:



~a Godless reality. Owning property in a Godless reality. Why God would like ownership.

~reads Micah 4:3, how people will sit under God’s fig tree or vines. 

~why people should do something to prevent ‘ownerlessness’.

~how people can change their enemies to their friends.

~why God prefers people to own things.

~we need to protect property rights.

~why people need to return the property to the owner.

~support TCT.

~book: Buried Treasure. 

#311

Airdate: 7/14/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~why a committee establishes and changes laws.

~how consequences may not happen if you do something.

~support TCT and other Christian ministries.

~the law that states that cousins should not marry.

~reads Lev. 18:12, how we cannot marry our Aunt or niece.



~there is a respect when it comes to the generation being closer to the self. 

~women – do not undermine the respect that you should have for your husband.

~support TCT.

~talks about his website. 

#312

Airdate: 7/15/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Daniel and Susan talk about:

~Israel.

~what happens on the day of atonement.

~the march around Jerusalem.

~the Holiday of Tabernacles.

~why it’s typical to wear a scarf.

~reads Numbers 5, talks about the culture of Israel.

~encourages the viewers to go to Through Tools

~Book: Buried Treasure

#313



Airdate: 7/18/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~Israel. Talk about the different street names in Israel.

~how the Hebrew language is unique.

~ the classical Greek language.

~Reads Genesis 15, the modern work for a computer.

~the movie Exodus.

~support TCT.

~book: Buried Treasure. 

#314

Airdate: 7/19/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~how it is impossible for human beings to fly.

~reads Genesis 4, Exodus 14

~ the Hebrew word for “Mourning”.

~ grief. Why people need to mourn.



~how people deal with sadness and ridicule.

~how action defeats sadness.

~Buried Treasure.
~support TCT.

~the finest cure for sadness.

#315

Airdate: 7/20/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~the foods that are customary to Jewish holidays.

~why Muslim terrorists want to take out the Christian population.

~how to refrain from being a petty person.

~encourage the viewers to visit the TV website. Support TCT.

~why it’s important to study the Word of God.

#316

Airdate: 7/21/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin



Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~ the word “Fair”, “Rich”.

~why people cannot think of themselves as being poor. 

~why people can and cannot change nature.

~why people need to recognize the changeable from the unchangeable.

~support TCT.

~encourage  the viewers to write to them with any questions.

#318

Airdate: 7/22/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~why people no longer need a TV.

~why it’s important to learn about the Bible. 

~reads Leviticus 11, talks about what God says you can eat. Why you can eat things that have scales and fins. 

~book: Buried Treasure

~support TCT.

#319



Airdate: 7/25/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~cattle egret

~ how man needed to work the garden.

~ the lion.

~bungy jumping.

~how constantly moving your hands around is bird-like or very unique.

~why people need to work on behaviors that need to be worked on. People need to be lion-like.

~Book: Hands-Off This May Be Love.

#320

Airdate: 7/26/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~encourage the viewers to support TCT.

~the power that a woman can have over a man.

~how people are influenced by women.

~reads Genesis 2, talks about how God worded Genesis 2 the way it is worded. Why people depend on their dads.



~why a man needs to cleave to his wife.

~book: Hands off. This May Be Love.

#321

Airdate: 7/27/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:

~ expiration dates.

~memory and morality.

~why people should take leadership seriously. 

~why Joshua buried the body of Joseph

~why having money problems can be a result of making mistakes. 

~attitudes can change when behaviors shift downward.

~book: Hands Off. This May Be Love.

#322

Airdate: 7/28/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin, Susan Lapin

Rabbi and Susan talk about:



~birth order. Talk about Jacob’s children

~reads Genesis 29, Numbers 32, talk about crossing the Jordan.

~Reuben and Gad are both first-born children.

~why people need to focus on families, then on wealth.

~why it’s always nice to be part of a faith family.

~why people need to be givers and not takers.

~book: Thou Shall Prosper.

~support TCT.

~Thought Tools.

#323

Airdate: 7/29/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin

Daniel and Susan talk about: 

~how there is a comfort in familiarity.

~the story of Noah.

~how man and animal save one another in the book of Jonah. 

~what happens when a person gets married. 

~phonics



~encourage the viewers to visit their website. Encourage the viewers to connect with them.

#326

Airdate: 8/1/16

Hosts: Rabbi Daniel Lapin and Susan Lapin

Daniel and Susan talk about: 

~triumphing over your odds.

~why people should be lower their expectations.

~talks about the many words for man in Hebrew

~talks about the word homicide.

~Genesis 1:24, animals come from the earth. The Hebrew word from animal.

~Mark Twain visited the land of Israel. He was talks about Galilee. 

~Earth is a muddy place or a dry desert. The earth can produce a large amount of foods. 

~we have the capacity to be nothing or to be everything.

~people have unlimited potential. People do not need to be limited in their potential.

~people have the unique ability of speech.

~support TCT. Get Perils of Profanity for $35.

#327



Airdate: 8/2/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the reasons behind God wanting us to honor the Sabbath day.

#328

Airdate: 8/3/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between a prison and a fortress and how those differences apply to our everyday lives

#329

Airdate: 8/4/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between running into someone by chance and on purpose. How amazing creative things 
happen when two or more people connect.

#330

Airdate: 8/5/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being humble.

#331

Airdate: 8/8/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore Miracles - even if they are naturally occurring, if they occur at the right time, it is still a miracle.



#332

Airdate: 8/9/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the world has rules - it does not work by magic.

#333

Airdate: 8/10/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore The Bible - Gods instruction manual.

#334

Airdate: 8/11/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the power of "touch".

#335

Airdate: 8/15/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the meaning and purpose behind the scapegoat.

#336

Airdate: 8/15/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how Jews are disproportionally good with money.

#337

Airdate: 8/16/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how you refer to a person affects how you view that person.

#338

Airdate: 8/17/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore looking at the spectrum between good traits and bad traits such as compassion vs. cruelty. Should we 
always be only on the good side?

#339

Airdate: 8/18/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore looking at the spectrum between good traits and bad traits such as compassion vs cruelty - continued. Are 
you allowed to kill someone in self-defense?

#340

Airdate: 8/19/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore using your imagination – God’s gift to enable us to escape the shackles of our current circumstances.



#341

Airdate: 8/22/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the concepts and meanings behind the Jewish game Dreidel.

#342

Airdate: 8/23/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore whether it is easier to bring the benefits of the country into a city life or benefits of the city into a country 
life.

#343

Airdate: 8/24/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the phrase "please identify" found in only two places in Bible.

#344

Airdate: 8/25/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being grateful for your "stuff" - relating to things.

#345



Airdate: 8/26/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore having to make decisions – why is it so hard and how do I know I am making the correct decision?

#346

Airdate 8/29/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the growing/learning process – we do better when we remove the negative and then proceed to the positive 
good.

#347

Airdate: 8/30/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how the spiritual affects the physical.

#348

Airdate: 8/31/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how sometimes we are so passionate about something that we do not realize we are imposing our passion 
on others.

#349

Airdate 9/1/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore why we seem to blame God when bad things happen but do not acknowledge him when good things 
happen.

SAME AS SD STARTING 9/2

RABBI LAPIN CONTINUITY ON SD 3RD Q. 2016

#331

Airdate: 7/1/16 & 9/2

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore Miracles - even if they are naturally occurring, if they occur at the right time, it is still a miracle.

#332

Airdate: 7/4/16 & 9/5

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the world has rules - it does not work by magic.

#333

Airdate: 7/5/16 & 9/6



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore The Bible - Gods instruction manual.

#334

Airdate: 7/6/16 & 9/7

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the power of "touch".

#335

Airdate: 7/7/16 & 9/8

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the meaning and purpose behind the scapegoat.

#336

Airdate: 7/8/16 & 9/9

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how Jews are disproportionally good with money.

#337

Airdate: 7/11/16 & 9/19

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how you refer to a person affects how you view that person.

#338 & 9/20

Airdate: 7/12/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore looking at the spectrum between good traits and bad traits such as compassion vs. cruelty. Should we 
always be only on the good side?

#339

Airdate: 7/13/16 & 9/21

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore looking at the spectrum between good traits and bad traits such as compassion vs cruelty - continued. Are 
you allowed to kill someone in self-defense?

#340

Airdate: 7/14/16 & 9/22

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore using your imagination – God’s gift to enable us to escape the shackles of our current circumstances.

#341

Airdate: 7/15/16 & 9/23

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the concepts and meanings behind the Jewish game Dreidel.

#342

Airdate: 7/18/16 & 9/26

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore whether it is easier to bring the benefits of the country into a city life or benefits of the city into a country 
life.



#343

Airdate: 7/19/16 & 9/27

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the phrase "please identify" found in only two places in Bible.

#344

Airdate: 7/20/16 & 9/28

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being grateful for your "stuff" - relating to things.

#345

Airdate: 7/21/16 & 9/29

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore having to make decisions – why is it so hard and how do I know I am making the correct decision?

#346

Airdate 7/22/16 & 9/30

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the growing/learning process – we do better when we remove the negative and then proceed to the positive 
good.

#347



Airdate: 7/25/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how the spiritual affects the physical.

#348

Airdate: 7/26/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how sometimes we are so passionate about something that we do not realize we are imposing our passion 
on others.

#349

Airdate: 7/27/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore why we seem to blame God when bad things happen but do not acknowledge him when good things 
happen.

#350

Airdate: 7/28/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore spiritual viruses that spread through the culture making it easy to get people to believe in shortages, but we 
serve a God of abundance.

#351

Airdate: 7/29/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the four categories that our lives divide into: Family, Finances, Friendship, and Faith and answer a question 
in the Faith category about mourning.

#352

Airdate: 8/1/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore horoscopes and how the signs relate to the Hebrew calendar with a discussion on the month of Kislev.

#353

Airdate: 8/2/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the connection between food and the spiritual.

#354

Airdate: 8/3/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore things that are embedded in our culture such as why we use pink for girls and blue for boys and give rings 
for an engagement.

#355

Airdate: 8/4/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how reading the Bible will give you new insight each time you read illustrated by looking at the genealogy 
in Genesis 5.



#356

Airdate: 8/5/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how to properly approach the altar of God.

#357

Airdate: 8/8/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore resources to explain the concept of a moral hierarchy that seems to be missing from our culture today.

#358

Airdate: 8/9/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the colors red and blue that are used in the U.S. election cycle.

#359

Airdate: 8/10/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore what the Bible says about group prayer. Is it more powerful than individual prayer?

#360

Airdate: 8/11/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences in how men and woman look at time and how the Bible looks at days, months, and years.

#361

Airdate: 8/12/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore why bad things happen even if we think we are doing something that is good.

#362

Airdate: 8/15/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how our identities are much more tied to the people in our lives than we would like to think.

#363

Airdate: 8/16/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore “a picture is worth a thousand words” and how words really do add more meaning.

#364

Airdate: 8/17/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the triangle consisting of God, humans, and everything else and teaching our children how morality and 
biology are interwoven.



#365

Airdate: 8/18/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the pros and cons of “living for the moment” - sometimes it is needed, sometimes it is not.

#366

Airdate 8/19/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore telling the truth to people whether or not they like the truth instead of being politically correct.

#367

Airdate: 8/22/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore how to become a human lie detector.

#368

Airdate: 8/23/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore putting trusted friends in your child’s life so that they may have trusted advisors in the future.

#369

Airdate: 8/24/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the words “child” (yeled) vs “lad” (naar).



#370

Airdate: 8/25/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the two forms of the word “with” - im and et.

#371

Airdate: 8/26/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore that there is no word for “hero” in the Hebrew language.

#327

Airdate 8/29/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the reasons behind God wanting us to honor the Sabbath day.

#328

Airdate: 8/30/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between a prison and a fortress and how those differences apply to our everyday lives.

#329

Airdate: 8/31/16



Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore the differences between running into someone by chance and on purpose. How amazing creative things 
happen when two or more people connect.

#330

Airdate: 9/1/16

Rabbi Daniel and Susan Lapin explore being humble.


